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Bridgewater State College

Teachers Fight for Raise'
By Jean St. Andre
Students, faculty, alumni and
parents are all strongly urged to
partake in 'an effort to give BSC
professors their well-deserved pay
raise. They need our help.
This was the issue on Saturday,
.March 5, as a group of
approximately 55 students and
faculty members assembled in the
Library Lecture' Hall to discuss the
faculty pay raise which has eluded
them for over three years.
Addressing the assemblage was
Dr. Vincent Worden and President
Adrian Rondileau. Rondileau spoke
about the validfless of the crisis,
stating that, "it is a very serious and
real problem that must be dealt with
. immediately."
In order to get the action moving,
Rondileau feels that the teachers
must tell of their plight to the right
people, the people who have
influence with the proper
authorities. He noted that the rnost

experience
effective.

most

Rondileau observed that form
letters and' petitions usually don't
work. He feels the reaction to form
letters gives people the notion that it
is merely one person's work with
signatures attached. But if personal
lette~s are received, Rondileau

related the feeling that' they will
make more of an impression upon

Rondileau related that the
college, from previous years, has

the legislators than petitions would.
-Dr. Lois Poule wrote the motion
by which all are hoped to follow in
writing their letters. (The motion
appears on page 2 in this issue.) Dr.
Poule also suggested that a plea be
printed in the Alumni magazine to
help draw their support as well as
campus support.

it is a very
serious and real
problem that must
be dealt with
immediately_ "
Pres. Rondileau
Dr. Ira Furlong f~els that the
average person does not
understand the situation. Dr.
Furlong feels that the people believe
a pay raise will initiate a tax raise.
This is not necessarily true. The

Commonwea
the recent tuitio,! hike, BSC did not
receive any money for faculty pay
raises." Rondileau feels thafif tuition
. were rai~ed. the. only thing it would
accomplish would be to have pieced
people out from higher education.
Rondileau strongly pointed out that
the money belongs to . the
Commonwealth, and no one will tell
them how to use or distribute it.

taken a million dollar reduction in
finances noting that, "we cannot
absorb another cut" The question
of the building of a new dorm was
brought to discussion. It was felt by
some that a new dormitory is not
necessary and that those funds be
used for salary raises. Rondileau
pointed out that even if a new
dormitory isn't needed, "the money
cannot be transferred from one fund
to another. If we don't take the
allotted money, someone else will."
After this series-"of questions and
suggestions, Dr. Paule proceeded
to read the motion which was
quickly seconded. The motion
passed with only minor alterations.

It is now up to individuals to act
upon this motion and write letters to
Governor Dukakis. Look at it this
way . with every passing day,
teachers are getting more and more
rQsl\ess wilh thQ situation. SoniC are

society and without it, it can
ad~ersely affed everyone;
Unless this long-awaited and welldeserved pay raise comes into
existence,in the very near future,
BSC may well be on a non·
reversible collision course with
disaster .~ a. very low educational
standard.

Day Care ·Center . . NeedsYour Help!
by Laurel Sakariason

Some ~f the happy children at the Day Care Center
.

"

Authority, which will no Inger allow
The SGA sponsored Early its use by the E.C.LC.
Childhood Learning Center has
The center has beena great asset
received a notice of eviction from to the college; it has been used'as a
the Director of Plant;1ing and . model program by the· Office for
Development, Edward Meany. The Children and several other colleges.
Center l which provides excellent It provides a high quality program at
.day care' and educational a low cost to BSC studentsand
opportunities for the children of and many older sttldents whowould
SSC students, faculty and area be unable to attend the college
residents, will be forced to close in without its existence. Early
June unless relocated.
Childhood Education majors use'
1
The Center has been in existence the Genter for observation and work
since January, 1973. It was started experience.
as a special projecfofthe BSC SGA,' Although it is not officially a part
which is still its sole means of of Bridgewater State College, the
support. Efforts to forin a closer center has provided a service to the
relationship bet~een the Day Care college and should receive more
Center" and the college have been support from the administration,
unsuccessful.
faculty, student body and
The Early Childhood Learning community. Because it is bound by
Center (E.C:LC:) is a non-profit stringent state rules, the E.C.LC.is
organization governed by a Board of finding it difficult to select a site for
Directors. It consists of college the new location. They wouJd
facurty members, an SGA appreciate any suggestions. Let the
representative and parents' of SGA and college administration
participating children. professor know . that' you support . the
Lee Dunn, Chairman of' the center. Write to the SGA, President
Department of Communications Rondileau, y~ur State RepresentaArts and Sciences, is the chairman tive Peter flynn (for Bridgewater
area), the Day Care Center and the
of the Board.
.
The state has sold the center's Comment office.
present site, in Pope Hall, to a
The E.C.L.C. needs your
private corperation·· the Dormit?ry HELP!,.
./
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Letters to
the Editor
"Respect Opinions"

In 'The Comment" of Feb. 24,1977 pg. 1
col.2 you printed the following:
'Along with the notice of the vacancy, there
To the Editor:
were also requirements for qualifications.
It has come to my knowledge that recently Among these are that applicants must have a
Doctorates Degree with 5 years experience
the members of the COMMENT staff have
working with students.'
been receiving certain critical feedback as to
the quality of its publication.
If this was a requirement then why would
P.R. recommen Dean Deep· who has only a
I, among others, would like to personally
Masters Degree in Physical Education, and
extend my congratulations to the staff -you're
who to my knowledge who made no attempt
doing a great job. Granted, errors are made,
to further his education (ie. doctorate) in the
but you're only human, as we all are.
14 years that he has been at BSC? OH - he has
I don't know how many of you the reader
the experience working with students - who
realize this, but the members of t.he
else would slap the hands of the bad boys
COMMENT staff are very devoted. Weekly· when they break in and steal exams, or get
drunk and cause all kinds of problems??
they try to meet their deadlines, staying
They're all basically good boys and just need a
awake to early hours of the morning so they
second, third, or tenth chance- Right??
can please the reader.
I feel that there were several well qualified
One particular situation comes to my
candidates who applied for the position and
attention and it regards certain responses to
were interviewed, who lost out b~cause of
commentaries written by Doug Schorr. Let
who they were or rather who they weren't!! J
have to give those people credit for trying in
me remind some people that in a
commentary, one states certain comments, that fruitless battle that was ended long·
before it had begun.
criticisms, or opinion. One thing I have always
I'm once again totally disgusted and
respected was someone else's opinion, and
disappointed with the actions taken by P.R.
other people should respect them too. How and I am sincerely glad that I'm getting out in
can you cut up a person· for stating his
M~
,
opinion? OK! If you disagree you are allowed
Disappointed Senior
ample time and space to state your feelings,
but does this make the first person a poor
writer? a fool? or whatever other personal
adjective used? Think about it!
Another thing. Members of the newspaper
staff aren't obligated in any way in the duties'
they perform. They are performing a service
to you the student, many of them going well
. out of their way.
March 5, 1977
In closing, I wish to thank all those on the
Motion: That the students and faculty
, staff - and keep up the good work. Again, I
endorse the fo Howirig statement to be sent 'to
appreciilte .what you are
for
the

Motion:
"We Need
A Raise"

faculty is not the only cause for concern. The

Quiet Please!!
Dear Editor:
This letter is to point out the immaturity of a
minority of students at BSe. In particular the
immature few in my Art History Class.
The students in this class are for the most
part attentive and interested in Dr.
Penders ,ast's lectures. Or they should be.
Dr. Penderg. ast is a very inteiligent \folorhan
and quite knowledgable in her field. Hbwever,
there' are a few students whose constant
non~stop idle chatter is very disturbing and
takes away from Dr. Penderg.ast' s ability to
l~cture properly.
1 would, therefore,' like to .take this
bpportunity .to tell these who are always
talkIng to shut your damn mouths. I would~
: also· like to sincerely apologize.· to Dr.
Penderg"last and thank
for continuing to
teaoh a class she .really shouldn't subject
herself to. Thank you.
A concerned student
..

her

constraints of the operating budget directly
affect the quality of education at the college.

Because the college can hire no additional
faculty, classes in several departments are
over-crowded, and new programs, devised by
the faculty in response to student needs, are
being delayed.
Moreover, the library acquisitions
necessary to maintain and expand graduate
and undergraduate programs have been
curtailed, and temporary classrooms and
faculty offices occupy needed space in the
library. Since the caliber of the facu1ty, the
size of classes, and the holdings in the library
are major determinants of accreditation, we
implore the. governor and the legislature to
reconsider their priorities in the funding of the
state budget so as not to undermine tl)e
·academic standing of this college.
Th~faculty andstudenfs of Bridgewater

St~te· Coneg~"reqtl~st the governor ~~'P9 the

legIslature to aot on the funding or'salary
.:Jidjustrnents . for faculty members who have
suffered excessively frorothe state's stringent
economic policy. For ,more than three years;
, the faculty has been denied any. salary
adjustment, a: hardship disproportionate to
that borne by the present administration
which devised-the economic policy and the
other highly trained professionals employed
by the state. The faculty has been remarkably
patient, approving of the attempt to make
Dear. Comment Editor-responsible., economic policies, but that
This is the 1st time that rve written to ''The
patience a'nd. good will should not be
Comment" in my 4 years here at BSC. I've
exploited. The. faculty can not abide the
never had any real call to write, until now; the
insidious assumption that our patience is; a
recommendations for Dean of Students and
Associate .Dean were made by President symptom of comfort, that our professio~al
Rondileau (P.R.)
restraInt is an opportunity for continued
A search committe consisting of 7 faculty deprivation. We, therefore, appeal to the
members and 7 students and 4 people chosen governor and the legislature to correct what
by P.R., was brought together to "search" for
has become an irresponsible economic
potential candidates - interview applicants
policy.
and make recommendations to P:R. for the
What is the value of an economic policy
appointments, (who makes the final decision
himself)..
that deteriorates public higher education?
I do not understand why P.R. would go to
Will the problems confronting the state be
all the trouble of taking up these 18 people's solved by weakening or limiting academic
time to "search~/, when their recommendaprograms? We have tolerated a costly and
tions proved fruitless. He (p.R.) knew long
unreasonable portion ·of the state's
before the committe was ever formed who he
retrenchment:
our continued endurance will
would recommend for these appointments
i~pair the quality of education at the college.
(so did everyone else).

Was the Search
Committee
Needed?

•
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Attention!
There" is now a parking ban in effect
"
an accident that previously occured

there. It is also a fire hazard!
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The COMMENT extends an invitation to all BSC clubs to print their
club news in this new column. It will be a weekly feature and is designed
to meet the needs of BSC organizations and their members. The articles
to be published must be submitted by a club member and should be
placed in the "Club News" envelope on the door of the COMMENT
office_
What is THE CARPENTER'S SHOP? It's an Interdenominational
Christian Fellowship on campus. It meets on Tuesdays at 11:00 a.m. in
S.U. 1, andon Thursdays at 11:00a.m. in the Green Room. All are invited
to come. They are now sponsoring a program called "The Open Door" to
all BSC students. The first meeting is Tursday, March 10 from 7:00-8:00
p.m. in SU 205-206. There will be singing, discussions, sharing, movies
and fellowship available. All are invited to attend. Bring your friends!
"Ask and it shall be given you; seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be
opened unto you." Matthew 7:7 .... The Bridgewater State College
FORENSIC SOCIETY won trophies in two consecutive tournaments.
Mary Carrol, a sophomore, won fourth place in After-Dinner Speaking at
the Collegiate Forensic Association Tournament held at the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy in New London, Connecticut on February 25-26. There
were over twenty colleges and universities in attendance. At Southern
Connecticut State College, Mary Foley took sixth place trophy in
Impromptu Speaking. There were 134-competitors from over 40 colleges
and universities competing in the Ipmromptu event. This was Ms. Foley's
second Impromptu trophy this semester. Members of the team will
spend the vacation competing at Pi Kappa Delta, honorary forensic
fraternity, National Tournament and Convention in Seattle Washington,
on March 18-22.

The WHO SOCIETY (Women Helping Others) is looking for new
members. It is a club that is open to ALL GIRLS of BSC, both
commuters and residents. Some major activites: "Heart Beat Bouncer
for Heart Fund", "Candy Sales", "Dinner", "Unicef Collection". Join the
WHO Society this sem~ster and become an active member of your
college! NERO'S FIDDLE COFFEEHOUSE on 31 Franklin St. in Fall
River presents the following artists this month: March II·RHYME and
REASON - a night of local poetry. r~adings a.od s.ong! March 18Cambridge based BOB HOLMES - traditional and original folk, March
25-BARBARA CARNS - blues and ballads .. The doors open at 8 and ..
admission is $1.50. See you there! Everyone is welcome to join BSt's
ENG.LISH CLUB .. Th('re is a

""....

•
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inq every othel' Tuesda~i at. 11 :00

. 'Iude the March 31 tri

to see "King

. The·
. CLUB regret$ . .
. H."." t.· H,·;;:i ....
CASA MEXICO Restaurimt'hassbeen·c
a.50rrY1
CENTER FOR WOMEN will hold a meeting on Thursday, March 10 at
4:00 p.m. Their purpose is to getto know eachother. Allar,e invited! The
club has its headquarters in the cubicle across from the Rat. The BSC
CHILDREN'S THEATRE presents liThe Great Cross Country Race
(The Hare and the Tortoise)" by Alan Broadhurst, based on Aesop's
famous fable. The place to be is the SU auditorium at one or more of the
following times: Friday, March 11 at 10 a.m.; Saturday, March 12 at 2
p,m.; Monday, March 14 at 10 a.m. and Ip.m.; Tuesday, March 15 at 10
a.m. and 1 p.m. and/or Wednesday, March 16 at 10 a.m. Single
admission is 75 cents whilea group of 20 or more costs 4.5 cents a ticket.
For information or reservations, call 697-8321; ext. 213 between 9 a.m.
and 3 p.m. If you miss it, you'll be sorryl
The U.S. ASSOCIATES OF INDEPENDANT GYMNASTIC
CLUBS presents the best 8 independant teams from New England and
New York in the Region 6 Team Championships. The winners will
participate in the nationals. It will be held on Saturday, April 23 at 1 p.m.
in the Boston Universitvfield house (Harold C. Case Phvs Ed Center).
The. HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUBS reg~et to
announce that the quota of students for the U.N. trip has been filled. If
this has. inconvenienced anyone, please accept our apologies. The
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB announces its new offic~rs': President. Chris Hanson, Vice-P~esideht-Barbara Wilson and Secretary~Janet
Kelly. Election forTreasurer will be held on Tues., March 28 at 11 am. in
L238 due to a tie between Lynne. Borski and Sarah Forbes..
A recruiter from the Big Hrother Association wm appear dL. U Ie
following dorms on Thursday, March 10: SCOTT.,- 6:30; DURGIN-.
7:15; SHEA 8:.00. He will be presenting a short slideshow, answering
questions and proviciing applications to those that are interested. Even if
you don't want to join and just want to learn more!about our program,
:.ome down. Becoming a Big Brotherdoes NOT take up all one's free
time, it does NOT mean getting involved with the family and it doesNOT
involve spe.nding a lot of money. When you become aBig Brother you
simply agree to see your little brother for a few hours each week. It's
commitment and consistency that we're lookingfor, not money or
experience. By ~ivin~ so little you can do so ml.lch. Why not become a
BIG BROTHER? Come to one of our presentations ... The ACTION.
CENTER FOR WOMEN wants to make it known that as afollow-up to
the -recent library display on non~sexist ,and.· non-biased teaching
. materials, it has· purchased several copies of the PEER pamphlet on
"Research Materials for Ending Sex Bias in Education."These are now
available on the second floor of the school library in the educational
materials section. Please search out and make· use of this vital
information:.
The SOCIOLOGY CLUB is holding 'a general meetIng Tues. March
29, the first Tues. after vacation. The Club is also sponsoring an EASTER
RAFFLE which· will run from March 30th to April6th~ The. pricBof the
tiCkets will be 3 for a dollar or 50 cents each. Prizes will be a big stuffed
rabbit, 2nd prize a fifth of booze, 3rd prize a· case of beer. All donations
received from the raffle will benefit the Rose Hawthorne Latrup Home,a
home for·cancer patients run entirely on donations. Future events the
club has scheduled include a speaker·on Tues. April 21st who will speak
on the role ofpoIice in society and as a police officerinvolved in the
desegregation program iri Boston.
The Sociology'Club would.like to get to kno"" you, corne tqournext
meeting.

Commentary:

By Doug Schorr

"ROCKY"
In previous artICles my
commentary has directly focused
on issues that directly affected the
student. With the vacation coming
up, I thought a change of pace
article dealing "vith something that
students can do during those two
weeks off from would be nice. That
"something" is the movie "Rocky."
"Rocky" has the classic formula
that all the old movies use to deal
with; that of a man who has been an
underdog his entire Hfe, no matter
what his endeavor, and finally
getting his big chance. The movie's
hero, Rocky Balboa, is a club fighter
who has won more fights than he
has lost, against opponents which
are a far cry from championship
caliber. On the side, Rocky is a
strong-arm man for a loanshark, but
even in this job he shows too much
compassion for the customers.
Suddenly, Rocky's luck changes
when the heavyweight champion,
Apollo Creed, needs an opponent
for an upcoming fight due to sudden
irreversible circumstances.
Creed sums up the theme of the
movie when he says, "1 want to fight
a nobody that no one has heard of
but they can relate to. The purpose
of the fight is to show the people that
great opportunities can happen to
anyone."
In the beginning, even Rocky
believes that he doesn't have a
chance, but he nevertheless goes
through the motions of training.
With the help of a close friend, an
experienced veteran boxing trainer,
and a devoted girlfriend who loves
; him, Rocky starts believing he can
put up a good fight and last the
whole fifteen rounds with· the
champion:- No one has lasted that
long with Creed yet,

50

to do It

wou\d be quite an accom-p\ishlT\ent.
.
.
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IDUTB
by Anne M. McAdams
Since the beginning of formal schooling there has persisted the notion
that higher education reflects higher ambition and the desire for more
knowledge. The testing of knowledge, which is 50 ingrained in our
educational system that it is never questioned, has cause many problems
not only for students at BSe but across the world as well.BSC but across
Somewhere in the process of accumulating and dispersing knowledge,
the importance of grading that knowledge has become the priority. Once
again education has taken a back seat in our society.
Administrators and educatdrs at secondary levels have done little to
remedy this situation. The st1}dent as a result learns quickly that is is
grades that get him or her into coilege. Once in college, the student
continues along this same line of motivation ..
I am sure that BSe administrators and instructors would not advocate
the dissolution of the grading system. If the attitude that grades are
important must, and continue to exist, fadvocate a change in the grading
system. The system that the administration currently supports is unfair.
The range of grades, numerically covered by a 3.0 or B leaves the
student who earned a high B on the same level to that student who 'just,
made it'. The proposal I offer would be this: 4.0 would remain the highest
the scale would go, after this however the grades would be more
stratified. A B- would be a 3.0 -3.2; B would be a 3.3·3.5, B-plus -3.6 - 3.9;'
the point range would be similar for the C and D range of marks as well.'
The question the Open Mouth reporter asked this week? 'Would you'
support such a change in the grading system? Why or why not? Do you
have any alternative suggestions? How would you suggest such a
change begin, who would you seek to help you support and advocate'
your position?
The students responding were personally interviewed by the Open
Mouth reporter.
"A C or B is too general, getting a 70 equals a 79. that's foolish. It would
helpiry cum."
Louis Bartula; Hanson
"I'm in favor of the change, the SGA should hold a referendum because if
they took action it would probably be quicker and the administration
m,ight take actioI/." _
.
Debbie Hegerich; Hanover
"DeEnitely there should be a change, one of the biggest spans 1S in the
g'Caaes 80-89, it's not \ail' that \ts iust a E."

very same formula that other
movies have tailed with, duetothe
stunning portrayal of Rocky Balboa .,
by Sylvester Stallone. Stallone, who
also wrote the script for the movie,
succeeds in turning 'Rocky info a
believable person ratber than· a
ficticious hero. Stallone was an
. unknown character actor betore
this movie, but he is now the hottest
property in Hollywood, thanks to
the success of the movie he wrote.
Seeing this movie is a must for the
vacation if you haven't seen it yet.
Adieu, and have a good vacation.

"'Dear

Uncle
Warriner"
TIred 0/ trying to cut through
red tape? Having problems with
your person-friend? How about
a little basic psychoanalysis?
The Comment, in their· neuerending quest to provide info to the
auerage student(or facultyadministrator), announces the
aduent of:
Dear Uncle Warriner
Euery ~ek , Uncle Warrinerwill try
to answer your questions and
problems with expertaduice and
information.
Leiters, must be received at the
Cqmment office no iater-- than
Friday afternoon of the previous
publication in. order to· provide
Un de Warriner with adequate time
for deliberation. All letters must
haue 'Ilames .and addresses'
although Unde Warriner will keep
this. information confidential if
.desired. Popular queries will be
answered first.

Ronald Hippert; Bridgewater
"I approve of the change. I know courses where a I needed the extra
points, it would certainly help me, I also felt I deservecfthe higher grade."
William· LaBossiere; Bridgewater
"1 am satisfied with the current system. If it did change I'd advocate minus
but no plus, also pass-fail, pass being divided into excellent and average."
,
Ruth Harrigan;Warham
;'1 think the solution' you offer is still unfair, I propose a Degree of
Difficulty System. The class you're in would have an overall average, the
professor would then have to gear his exams to that average. This would
h'elp stop grade inflation which is presently.occuring. Grad schools don't
always accept a persons marks because of this. The system would work
for GER'sbut not necessarily for your major."
Matthew Cumming; Bridg;ewater
"1 feel a change should be made. I don'tfeelthat good when I know I can
geta 79 and someone gets a70 and their grade is as good as mine. There
should be someway of closing the gap or denoting a 76 or better from a
70.·1 would· really Jike·to.see a change if possible.
Chris McCarthy; North Attleboro
Neither theadministratioD or the student body should be surprised at
the results of the· interviewing. Perhaps this ,does .. not .reflect the
selfishness of the student to achieve something as superficial as grades
but rather gives a sad commentaryon the values that have been placed'
and are continuing JO be socialized into students of all ages. AMA
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Faculty Views Pre- Vacation Party
Older Students was A Great Success

Laurel Sakariason
A few weeks ago in a letter to the may fade if not used, seems to cause
editor. Evelyn Flynn expressed difficulty for some of the students
many concerns of the older who have been out of school for
students. She said, "Dean Breslin's several years. However, according
resignation was especially a loss to to Professor Abramson, head of the
the older students, who need all the Math Dept., they work with vigor to
help and encouragement they can overcome their problems. He says,
"I enjoy working with older
geL'"
Although Dean Breslin made her students."Tutors are available and
warmth and concern obvious, the many professors are also wining to
AAAS (Above Average Age spend time helping students with
Students) still have many staunch math.
..
supporters in the administration
We all have a dIscouragIng day
and on the faculty.
now and then. It's not always easy to
Dr. Dan Deithelm, a psychologist, fac~ the responsi~ilities of ~dult life,
who works with BSe students is whIle also pursumg the hfe of a
interested in helping the MAS form stu den t. W hen you nee d
a support group. Is anyone encouragement, be sure to seek it.
interested? Let him know.
Encouragement for the older
Dr. Deep acting Dean of student can be found at BSC.
Students sa~s that the older
The ~nitials MAS were not used
students are easily integrating into by aCCIdent. The A~ove Average
the student body. "Having so many Age Students receIve a good
students of my own age on campus number of ~'s in academic sub~ects
makes me feel young," he said.
as well ~s In effort and enthusIasm
.
Dr. Thomas Curley feels that for learmng.
having a mixture of ages in his ~ote: r,here ":'111 be an Older
English classes helps to make them :::;tu~ents Meetm~ on Tuesday,
a greater learning experience for all Apnl 5 at 11 a.m. In B 27. All older
~-".,;--·of the class members. "The AAAS students are urged to attend.
are good students and I enjoy having
them in my classes," he said.
On Tuesday evening, the SGA
Professor Lee Dunn, department, -voted unanimously to support the
of Communication Arts and Day Care Center. They set up a
Sciences, IS happy to see the AAAS task force including members of
have become involved in a wider
variety of departments in the SGA, parents, staff, and the Board
college.
of Directors. Dean Deep has been
Mathematics, being a skill that named as es-officio member.

Day of Fast, Prayer to
Aid Bread/or the World
by Jean St. Andre
. appropriate reading froin' scripture;
, , From.6:3D. pm on Mqrch 31 ut;ltil b) a ps~Jm,
4:30 Ptn cmA?r\\,~,\h~C.8!~h?}~~ l~~!Ii~i.~• •~.~
Center urges'and invltes a\t students
on campus to participate in a dayo{ , pm on Thursday, and 8 am until 4
fast and prayer. The purpose of this

day is to heighten awareness and
raise the level of consciousness of
World Hunger.
Those who participate are asked
to have only tea, coffee, juice, or
milk for breakfast. For lunch,
. one hard roll and a 5 oz. cup of soup
will be made" available at the
Catholic Center between the hours
ofll-lon Friday, April Fool's Day.
In return,
the Food Service has promised to
donate a financial contribution to
'Bread for the World in names of the
students who' participate_
'The itinerary for the 22 hours of
fasting include: Benediction at 6:30
pm on Thursday, followed by a brief
scripture-prayer service~ The
- prayer services consist of: a) an

on Friday. In order to have
people at Church during ·these
times, sign-up sheets will be posted
where the participant can register to
be at Church at specific times
during the day and evening,
making sure that people are present
at all times.
Anyone who wishes to participate
in this very worthwhile day of fast
and prayer are asked to leave their
name and number of thejr meal
ticket with Fr. McNamara at the
Center or with Prof. Padula, Paul
Young, or Mike Cobb. Fr.
McNamara states, "The fast is easy
this time -it's only for 22 hours. Next
time it will be a lot tougher!" So, let's
all get together to aid the hungry in
this very special way during· the
season of Lent.
'~,
pm

Re'sidence Hall
Council Will Help
, by Sue McCarthy
On February 7th, the five
residence halls on campus voted to
form an organization called
"Residence Hall Council." 'The
purpose of the council is to provide
residents on campus with an
;appeals board that they may go to
when they are dissatisfied with
decisions or actions taken by the
executive board of their own
residence hall.
.i
It was initiated, bya group of
students who felt that the Womens
Residence Hall Council that had
. previously existed was outdated
and ineffective. They decided to
draw up a new constitution and
present it to the dorms to vote on.
The constitution was approved and
the new council will now act as a
means of keeping the residence
halls on campus unified.
The Executive Board of the
council'consists of four officers plus
.' one officer from every executive
. 'board of the five residence halls on

campus. Elections for permanent
officers of the council' will be held
early fourth quarter. Until that time
the acting. 'officers are : Sue
McCarthy-President; Roseanne
Micioni-Vice President; Paula
Macomber-Secretary and Annette
Zinamer-Treasurer. The council's
advisor is Miss Fitzgerald from
Student Services.
The procedure a resident must
follow in order to make an appeal to
the council is very easy_ The appeal
must be in writing and sent to Box
675 through he campus mail. Upon
receiving the appeal, the officers will
. contact the resident and inform him
of the time and place of the hearing.
The Residence Hall eoun~i1 is not
a money making group nor will it try
to be a social organization. Its main
purpose is to provide help to
residents and the executive boards
of the dormitories so that they can
be run as fairly and as efficiently as
possible. -
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by Jean st.' Andre
The "Moonshiners" originate fro~m
"There, are no strangers here, Walpole and their specialty is
only friendsw~ haven't met." This American-Irish ,folk music ..

of the Catholic Center on Sunday

night as approximately 400 people
dropped in at the pre-vacation
party. The sign also conveys the
personal feelings of Fr. McNamara,
the host at the party_
Music was provided by Jim Brady
and Jim O'Halioran, who comprise
the group called the "Moonshiners" .

I everyone."

Fr. McNamara declared that
everyone helped with the planning
. and he received a lot of cooperation
from everyone in setting up before
and cleaning up afterwards. "It was a

O~.

real campus community type of
effort, and that's what I like to see,"
stated Fr. McNamara.
pounds of pretzels, and some corn
curls - those are just some of the
munchies that disappeared, along
with a "sufficient amount of the
bevarage of moderation," before the
night was over. Fr. McNamara was
very glad that it went over so well,
and he hopes to plan others on
Sunday nights before vacations.

"It's the only place I'll drink at north
of the Ma.son-Dixon line."

$3.001
13" PIZZA!
50 oz. PITCHER
OF BEER!

* ANTIPASTO'S
* GREEK SALAD
* CARAFE'S ·OF WINE

13" ITALIAN PIZZA'S
FROM'AN EXCLUSIVE
SICILIANO FAMIL Y RECIPE

The Genova Cafe
corner alMain & Crescent Streets
Downtown ,Brockton
588-6615 orders to go
orders to go: call 588-6615
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Classi ieds
for sale

housing

Two baseball gloves. One in good
condition, the other slime. We have no
use for them. Contact: Bob Campbell or
Jack McBrien at 825·6772.

Commuter who's tired of commuting
would like any information about
available rooms starting in September.
Must be in close walking distance of
campus, preferably with kitchen
privileges included. Please call weekdays
after 5 pm. Vicky, 878-5575.

1971 Honda 175 cc street bike. Good
condition-needs minor work. $200 firm.
1975 Kawaski 400 street bike. Excellent
condition-hardly used. $850. Call
Pembroke 826-2137 ask for Rich
evenings.
Waterbed, hand made frame and
platform-queen size. $100 or best offer.
Call 238-4843 after 7 pm.

Female roommate wanted to share
apartment with two other girls. Own
. room close·to school. $80 a month. For
more details ask for Terry at the
Elementary Ed. Office in Boyden Hall
MWF from 11:00-1:00.

lost & found

10 speed bike-l year old-good condition.
Asking $50 or best offer. Call Peg
between 6:30-9:30 pm at 238-2789.
2 F78-14 Sears tires. 18,000 warranty,
only put 8,000 miles on them. Cost $5::
for pair. Sell for $25 for pair. Call Mark
697-8486 after 5 pm.
Superscope QA420 Amp 15 watts per
channel, $60. 697-3962 after 5 pm.
,Nikon F2 with motor drive, 1.4 lens, wide
angle lens~Speed Graphic 4x5 with
152mm Ektar lens and Polaroid back and
flash and strobe accessories, graphic
case-4x5 view camera without lens.
Beseler 45 MCRX Enlarger with 152mm
Raptar lens-lighting equi pment,
darkroom sink, tanks, etc. Make best
offer for cash or will trade all or part for
motorcycle. Call 697-8489 or 479·1083,
leave message.

To whomever took the brown brief case
(initialed J.D. under the handle): Please
give. me back my books. I have flunked
two major exams and soon will flunk two
more if I do not get my books (yellow
highlighter with red pen under lining).
Keep the brief case: return the books to
library (main desk) or leave off
(anonymously, of course) at the Pol. Sci.
Dept. No questions, just the books.

ride/riders
Ride needed to Scituate friday
afternoons at either 2:00 or 3:00. Also
need a ride back Monday mornings for a
9:00 class. Very willing to pitch in for gas.
Please contact Franny rm 410 Shea Hall,
ext. 375,
Ride needed to Florida: will help with all

wanted

can't carry wine, Herman? Too bad you
spilled it!! But don't worry-you're still a
great kidt Carry 3 lately Keith? Signed J
&J.

H

)

N

with someone else. 1 suHer when I'm not

room
a note taped to my locker number 68 in
the gym. Would . prefer lightweight
, material but any .color or material will clo.
"

Spring. vacation.'
Call Jim, room "322, Scott
or 357.

"1

•

Joan W.: Keep those checks rollin' in, we
need the money. We're going to give you
a break. You don't have to pay us over
vacation. Isn't it great to have friends?
Two of your most expensive!

To my roomies: Thanks for an insane
and fun two years!! Two greater
roomayes could never be found. Don't
forget to save the floor for me on
To Cambell and McBriene hang your
weekends ...Let's have a toast to
gloves up for the season. The way you
two play you have a lot of nerve going out Nancy Drew: Hope you have a nice Bermuda. Love, Lynnie_
for the team. Cambell you couldn't catch vacation. We're going to miss you.
a cold, and McBriene you are just awful We've written a new chapter in our book To the other half of J &J: Well, we did it
"The Bobbsey Twins Meet the Hardy again!! What a pair! Huntly & Brinkley
the way you fire.
Boys". It's hot off the press- so hot we couldn't have done it better. Which one
Linda, Thanks for going with me to the almost burnt our fingers. I-rish I had a do you want to be? III tell you if youl1
party on ten minutes notice-it wasn't aliI Schlitz. Have one Jar each of us on S1. walk me to the bathroom just one more
Patty's Day. Well each have one for you. time. Let's get drunk and pick up Starsky
expected either. Bob
and Hutch. WE'LL show 'urn how
Love, J.B. & H.B.
French girls do it!! Let's strip down to our
To Karen (alias "Evil Eyes Got the hots
for you know who? If looks could kill; but To Lovely Undy Lao in Kingswood bJack French lace and race to the
you're killing the wrong person. She's Building 3: You've got some strange yet nearest man. Ready, go! Love 1/2 J
innocent, really. Just remember-'lf at interesting friends dear. Especially those
invisible party goers ... Well meet them Dan F. So you've heard I've been flyin
first you' don't succeed, try, try again.
And tryin' to get into Somebody New
But don'tt The True Suspect. PS· someday. Soon. "Excuse me, I'm taking
a poll"·so your a P.E. major HEH! You And I'm off on a new love And don't
Remember your "FATEN.
belong in a barnyard (you know the tail hardly ever Think About you Someone's
been telling you stories And they just
To the freshman class President, when (tale) HOHOHO! All our love, J.H.J.
ain't true. Wyesteria
you outgrow your plastic mold and
become a real person maybe you will do Bikini & Tinkerbell- You kids have been
something for the class. You are "figure practicing 50 hard for Aorida it would be Tahitian Vegetable, Good moods are
heading". If you run again, don't make a sin t91et you leave without saying that I here to stay!! May shiny hair shine
really hope you have an excellant time! I forever and here's to life, warm peas, and
votes, try to make friends. Friend
hope you think of me while you're having all those kisses. Just remember the
To John and Scot in 513 Durgin who all that fun. I feel bad singling you two out harder they come the sweeter they are.
never get any personals: Stats just got bl,lt you were the ones who asked for a The Spruce Goose
cancelled and someone told us to personaL In retum I expect a postcard!
"scram" in the library so we don't have Tell the others I hope they have fun too. Harry, I love you. Deb
anything to do_ So to Scot, we love you, J.B.
L.H. and P.H.-Mocha & Mint Chip ice
yop arouse us, a's and X's and to John
cream at 11:30 pm! It was a long, cold
"don't wake her up!!" Se you later. John M.· We really appreciate all the
walk-but it was worth ~t. Peanut butter
help
you
were
last
Wed.
night.
Keep
it
up
Sincerely yours, Dev and K.K.
and we111et you become one of us. You crackers for supper?! And who can
forget Irish Nite with green beer &
To Sheila (M. CoM) ,last Thurs. night was have to admit that we're a lot more fun
McNamara's band? Sunday drives-ice
than
war
games!
Thanks
again.
Signed,
our last as lovers, then Friday you
cream again-this time the moo cow came
wanted just to be friends. I know it's us.
along. Bunk beds at the Hill-the one on
something in your past, you told me that
the top bunk talks in her sleep! Let's do it
you suffer when you're with me. Don't To Hugh, who? yes, you Hugh again some time. Thanks for letting me
I
know
how
you
dearly
love
,
McKinnon:
judge me by what happened long ago
personals 50 here's one. {aT you. 1 have a have my spot on the floor again! V.L.H.
with

o

To: MIKE LEHANE AND MIKE
times if you still don't succeed, you might O'NEIL, Thank you both very very much
as well give upandjoin the convent. Nine for the use of your extra mattress this
strikes and that's the inning. Life's a bowl past weekend! 1t made sleeping much
of cherries but we always get the pits. Is more comfortable! Thanks again, Sheila
there something u:rong '\.\.~th us or is it
just that we have three heads? Obviously To Nancy, Rick. Sue Fran, Donna,
it's no biggie_ Love, two-faced, loser and Annette, Danny and Bob: It's friends like
you that make BSe . worthwhile. I
bum
promise to keep in touch ...Love, Lynn.

The Vinyl Junkie needs a fix, that is to
say he needs your previously owned
records, tapes, and cassettes. HighE~st
cash paid. Call 947-7154.
,One male or spayed female dogpreferably Lab or Shepherd any agehave 110 acres running room-must be
housebroken-good disposition-my dc.g
died and I'm lost without her-Contact
Sheila at 759-4553.

personals
Fr. McNamara, Thank you for a great
party Sunday night·everyone enjoyed
themselves! It was a lot of fun and we '
can't wait for the next one. Thank~
again. From-the Comment staff;
Keith, Here we go again. How come you

, Come back, I'm diHerent, you

the Riv, Hw~nna see me put my fist in my
mouth"; let's stand att/;lebar,it's,clos€f, '
birthday cake at1iUy, while:the cat is;
aw,ay the m0tl se will nlrll1 l;:t!';t Ulpek for
teaching, who's red in the face, must be
the Portugee blood cuzLGB isn't,
HAVE FUN IN FLORIDA. Remember
Wood Girls are Good Girls!

thought you were a
l;~:tr'

NO:fICE-two ad.mirers of Peggy C. we~e
D.O.A at Brockton Hospital of apparent
self-ihduced' ~uffocation from holding
th~ir·breath. Names are being withheld
, pending notification of families-happy?

Room 17- Yes, it's your own "personat
typist saying "Have a nice vacation if I
dQn'tsee" you which' is highly' unlikely
anyway." \yes Cheryl, this is from the
warpedleprachaun.

----------------------------------.---------------~ To Sheila (M.C-M.) I wish but for .the
Classified Ad Form
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RIDE/RIDERS

·OTJHER:-- __________________

thing have my bounty is as boundless as
the sea My love is deep The more I give
to thee the more Ihave For both are
infinite. I understand and I'm still waiting.

J.

~

__________________---

Adtoreados/oIIows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Deb-glad you're feeling b~tter.
w~s
worried you'd be laid up for this
weekend. No pun implied dear. I don't
know what I'll do without fpr a week.
Then I'm gonna. have to take
tranquillizers in Florida cause all. the
boys will be attacking you on the sand.
Hiwe "fun at home. then see you in
Braintree ... at the shopping center. Be
, good. Love, Lyns
To the gang at the T ue/Thurs 10:45 cafe.
table-allow me to quote from an article
" ... thegreatest· treasure that I have is
friendship_" Thank you for making my
come bact< to college so easy and for
giving me something- I did not expectfriends. Enjoy semester break and the
coming of spring!~the old lady
, The Pest-Three still remain-faith, hope,
and love-and the greatest of, these is
:. LOVE.you're the greatest in my heart.
"Wet Spot"

Ckmi/iedt (Ire free for dI/ students
. faculty, std/!, and odinmiStrtJlion oj sse.
Fo~ all others. ,otes ore'I.50 PflYcolurim inch.
Nanw/~M:---_____~____~__~--~~--~~~~----------~--~

Addless:

Total amqunt enclosed~

theOT'!I. lhe on\y T<:!ason '!IOU hate tn\s

The City of Sin comes through again. I
don't understand why you drink: so
much? It was a good drunk but bad subs
that night. That's O'Ray when your not
home the Rivis around. Just imagine just
60 days more and you can do it all again(cough) Eat!-Forgot to ask, how was the
arobulance ride?

~f every day"s j q u i ¢ t
bY!~~;ri' .. andcandJeHghtVl
."
alo~l~
Sarah Coventry: Wait for that caUl Love, seemed to lose with my lo~ts' ;;aint~?.,f "
love thee with the breathJ smU~%.teaii .
theplck-up queen.
"
of all my life-and if GOd ch~se)shal1but t
Wood section' 2: HAVE A NICE love. thee better ·after death_ To My
H~neyBIJAN.sjgned Milan
VACATION! guess who?

Marianne, Please forgive m~., Just keep
thinking about those empty theatres and
maybe you will understand. Say "hi" to
NoKo Marie, Burton Rustle, Nit, and
Brian Hall too.' Queequel Remember
-that I'll always love you even though
sometimes' I'm a bear, or is that bier...or
beer.•;oh well, I love ybu, The White
Rabbit. .
•. . "

To Yodel, Maybe iiyou keeplifting those
trays at TIny, you'll work your way up to
a banana. Love, The 2 Big Blu~
Chimps"
Lyas, Hope, Moe, Patty, Denise, Wendy,
I hope you all have a good vacation. As
for the sunshine girls, weill know yOU will
all have a great time. Hope, don't forget
to bring your aictionary. Lyns better
pack a picture of the "Newk" and Moe,
bring some hairsprayl Hope just think
a full 2 weeks without your roommatel
Sincerely yours, "SS"

Barry, Noel, Paui, Roger: Thanks for the
popcorn Paul; the cornpopper Barry; the
use of the car, Noel; no clean towelsfot
you Raged Why do you guys laugh so
much? Tying someone up in a chair
with an extension cord; how bored
can you be? Sadists maybe! Always
pick on people you like? Have a good
vacation. Luv ya, Troublemaker
.
Suzy Cream Cheese, read you ground Frenchie
beef control Over. I've been up for a week
but I'm coming . down. over. Look out To Na: I'm disappointed in you! My Na's
NCBTA, we're GBTADIA Timmy getting smaller but your's is as big as
(O'Maly) has runway clearance. The ever! Why don't you try a more active
eagles are marching to Omaha. The sex live? Disco
Spruce Goose
Paul: Just a line to say "I LOVE YOU"
Tierney; sauna wanna? Does it come Signed, Your Little Baby
with the ice? "Quite Nice" or is it "Much
Better": Let,'s go to Falmouth to find out Yes, it is true that Spike Horan & Garry
for sure! Mario
Mace have big muscles, great eyes and
millions of friends, but let's not overlook
To My Man from Milton, You· really the . superior intelligence of these two.
should be able to figure out who I am by Signed: Prof. Horan and Prof. Mace
now. Another personal was: would you
be my Valentine? I was very sorry to see To My "Chiha DolI",America has finally
you hurt your leg. I'rn available for some realized that yellow is not just for
physical therapy if you need. it! I will chic~en, if you know what Imean. I hope
continue to look for you at lunch and we can do a little "Chow Mein" together.
supper! See you around! Robin Red Let's write'~Love. "AU' American Boy"
P.S. said in a Chinese accent.
Br~ast

To Cathy, you returned the ticketfor FrL
It's hard to take out and I only see you in
class. I love it when you yawn. And you
can borrow my Antro. book any time.
You make it awful hard when every time I
invite you out s~mething comes up. But
III keep trying. Jim

~ii,
,~'

\
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Classifieds (Cont.)
To: EVERYONE-Good Luck on your
midterms and have an excellent
vacation!!!

Wanted· A person with stamina. Willing
to stand up against all odds. Hard, back
breaking work with long hours. Salary
$0.00. Benefits- personal satisfaction of a
job well done. Title- SGA 2nd VicePresident. Deadline for applications,
ASAP- Good Luck.

J.F. What do you really do on
chandeliers? Why do you have a certain
glow about you this week? Remember.
O.S.R.P.C.S.F.B. love, funky
Karen and Nora, are you su re you're not
twins? See Nora, I'm not the only one
who thought that!! Me

Julie & Janet: Thanks for the great time
Fri. night. Yardsticks! Think metric!
Whoppee cream, transplanted muscles,
I've only got a dollar! Sundaes and cones
both! Orgasms! Thanks again for
showing me someone does care. A
grateful friend.

Happy Birthday Pat. Love, Phil
Rick Reno-Sorry about Uncle Sam's
Friday night; sure would like to see you
again. How about it? Tricia

Deb, Thanks for coming to my camp out.
Wanna hear ajoke. Steal any toilet paper
lately. "One of the Trio"
Spike Horan and Garry Mace go all the
way on the first date. They are easy_
Signed: Satisfied in Scott

-"

Happy Anniversary Sweetheart. It's
been a great year and five months.
Thank you for everything you've ever
done for me. Let's make this vacation
something to remember. Love you
always, Karen

To Anne Marie, Joe, Jim, Russ, Fran,
Gregg & Mike: Although the top dogs
left everything in our laps without a hint
of organization, we were able to
overcome the obstacles. Working
together will always bring about
successful events. Keep it up and thanks
for all your help! Another idealist from
the Hill
Barbara: Sorry about this late Happy
Birthday wish. At least you got one,
right? I hope you have a really good time
in Bermuda. I'm sure you will. Look were
I'm going to be! oh well, have fun! Lesley
II

Jesus Christ .'is the same yesterday,
today and fore~er!" Hebrews 13:8
N

To Stan, How was your slow dance to
RColor My World"? I thought you were
more into disco! 1 guess you really are
bosom "buddies'" Love, dina girl and
electra woman
Hi Bert! Cover your ears-----balls, balls,
balls! Here's Hawaiian Punch in ybur
eye, Bear. Sti!=ky City in YI1~ca Flats, but
don't fall asleep! Which way to the
Convent? Damned if I know. Hope you
had a nice weekend! Love, your friends
on the 1st.

I sounded like,

really. Blue

eyes right? Saw you again, on March
1st. Can't wait until circumstances

allow US,ito be together, but till then I
must stay in the shadows. God, ... you
are!! Beautiful!! Say Hi to Fry. A.A.
To Snob HilI- Babyface-I didn't know
they serve milk and cookies down the
Rat. Hey neighbor, is the gun back in the
. holster? Breaker, breaker Waterford
Village-are you all there? Pres. Carter
says turn to 72 degrees. Signed W.C.
Pasture fi

To the sweat in 51 WD.: I believe you
didn't do anything fun but I still think you
have the potential to be a sweat. Agree?
From one who knows. A semi· retired
sweat.
Miss P.: I was in the mood for more than
one that night. You know how it is being
Irish! You and the rest will surely be
honored with the rope dress in Florida.
What you saw the other night was only a
sneak previw.Cheers to the sun and fun
in Florida! Miss T.

1.
wouldn't know. By the way· Did you
pass out tokens to everyone inthe.rool\1
yet? Love, HP.
. .' ,
agree.3)Coke ;s better for a co/ciA)

Captain Doug Michael Darilals:
Congratulations from Nanna & Monty!
You have to get up pretty early in the
morning to fool us! Good luckwith the.
team. Stabba, Stabba, Stabba! Love,
John Davidson
To the Two Biggest Burn-outs in the
World: Happy 20th to you both. C;W.M.
they1[ be a toast in your honor given in
F.R. on the 13th and Louie, one in
Bermuda in your honor on the 22nd.
Hope you both have great days and a
good vacation. Don't get burnt! Love &
kisses, C.A. '~
.

Second Floor Wood Girls-"Johnny,
Johnny, Whoops ... " who dunked t?eir
overalls, who had their first legal drmk,
walkingithrough the snow in thongs, who
feel in the Riv, CAS, you know what. I'd
like to write, misplace.d my VOice, ,Karen, Franny, Robin, Carol & .Sue:
walking tall. Remember... Wood Girls are Can't wait\ to hit that Ft. Lauderdale
Good Girls.
beach! The ride down will bee_xcellent-a
buzz on in each state.. Just think, 2
To Jim & his gorgeous friends: Look. weeks in the SUN and away from
around and notice oui table s~~eday. Bridgewater and everyone -in it! So get
We've noticed you in the Caf. for s~ lon~, psyched for. the best time everit's about time we got together. TI!11e l s Quidnunk (Kris)
i;ilowly running out. from-KS., C.1.,
D.L. & friends
MOCCTB-. H.Houdini's great
vanishing act, 4 strikes and you're out,
To Robin, Ha Ha Robin; I got you back Jimmy, came to visit again (and stayed
this time! Don't· be too upset!. M.o awhile), g~ta lawnmower? where's the
knows, it may help! Your.Roomle
nearest. convent, the party's, over,
driving the M.G. manipulating much?·
Help send Spike Horan and GaT:y Mace Fro -Bro-Jo·Jo. work-much? lookingfor
to Florida. Send $~;OO tp ?Plke and the tow truck? Love is a rose. Thafs:all
Garry fan club, in care of~elg~t roolT.!- for now; Bye, Bye. Love, the Over-the
Kelly Gym. Fan club kit mcludes- . Hill gang
,posters, body building course, a~d
instructions on how to open a bottle WIth Wilma: How's Fred? [ heard he was hot
your head-Rush! Supply Lil11ited!
tonite! The little fidget·sticky fingersTo all winter sports writers, typis:s ~nd
photographers-you did a fantastiC ~ob
this .year-keep it 'up-to graduatmg
seniors-good luck. Bob
Robin-Enjoy the 10th-look, not back-to
one by
years g
, but look forward
.
Hto th. e
'f that is here and commg~
appy
II
e,
f f
Birthday & Happy Li e.

hopscotch? guard the shower, pickle,
Michelle go find out... Is this the right
train? -Grace-. Real cute, Anita real
cute! Oh Lord Ca'lvin... l signed, Pres. of
the KC. fan club.
Dearest Tahitian Vegetable: Nice to see
you in su~h a good mood. Here's to
cheeseburgers, tuna & pickle relish, ham
and cheesesandwichecland N.B.P. We'll
h~ve to shop and have dinner soon. Love
& kisses, the girl with the shiny hair

I would like to thank all my f~ien?S who
hel .ed me celebrate my 18th blrthda))
P d·ay. It was th,e ,BEST
and. longest
Satur
'
,L
. In memory of Ali Ba.ba's 40 thieves from
birthday [ ever had. Thanx agam. ove, Thu·fs. night; The alphabet never
Jeannne

sounded so good but the punch saved us
all from the animals on the ark. We 11
drag out the basket again soon! Until
then , remember what "F" is for.
OOOOHH! Peanuts in your glove
compartment may affect Helga and Sven
but only if they live in a Weeble
treehouse. Words of Wisdom: There's a
time and a place and that's always at 3 in
the afternoon.
Pebbles: To a great roomie- the 8 weeks
has been a pleasure. When in doubt· the
closet. Lock all doors. Boston was fun
but wet! Don't forget "Pump Iron" Good
Luck! love Bam-Bam Ps.say hello to
Wilma!
You guys wanna play pickle? Play what?!
I can't see the ball! Who's winning? You
sure you didn't take lessons Nota?
Talking about second winds· did Andie
ever get her first? Who got soaked in
Boston? Nice and sunny huh Dill?
Sharon get us lost? No never! See my
new glass you guys? Jealous? Big
Tipper(?)
E.M.E., Kerri Lyin & Merriweather:
Pack those bags because Bermuda here
we come! The island will never be the
same after next week. See you at Logan
Wed.! A.F.F:W.O.E.E.D.A.O.E.O.T.S!
Ps. You all have no morals?

Judy, glad we caught you this weekend!
How's E.J. doing any new additions? Are
you ready to boogie? How is your
Buz(zy)? Shame shame you devil! So
many birds were flyingI could keep track.
Don't get too heavy with those Weds. or
you may be in for more than you
thought! Keep an eye on Robi. Don't
forget to check those ears! Catch you
later. Perv from the curve.
Great pumpkin: Have . you been
squashed yet? Oh, not 'til next Oct.
Have you seen any lucky sharpshooters
around? Careful, you may be the one
they hit! How are the toesy-woesys?
Next time take them to the market. Are
the little people still bothering you?
That's what you get for waddling! Have a
hell of a good vacation. See you soon!
Ella

everythmg th!s weekend. Come '-1p again
soon! Some day I'll be able to repay you
for all you've done. Bud E.

-R-o-o-m-2-7-:-T-h-a-n-k-s-fo-r-a-g-r-e-a-t-p-a-r-ty
Saturday night. My Bermuda bag is
packed and ready to go, is yours? My
thanks to Rick and Fran for the very
special presents. My compliments to the
chefs, especially for the marble cake.
Moe, want to join me for a little TNT
tonight? To Lynn, Maureen and dianethank., again for helping me celebrate my
22nd birthday in style, The Old Lady
Ginny· Next time we see you down the
Rat you better be sober_ Signed, the
Board of Governors
23 Cherries: Thanks for my very own

personal. What's new buddies? Been to
any good parties lately? I'm sorry, you're
Debbie Dimples: You've got a delicious wrong. Good time at the Ale house. We'll
smile. Yum yum! 'Signed The do it again soon. I love being adopted,
Well, meet me at 2 o'clock! I don't want
Philosopher
to bore you with it but I love you.
Marianne, Jan and Mary: Thax for letting Crackerbox (Sybil)
us smitty all those weekends or should
we say weeks? How are you going to Confuscious say: "Woman who likes
keep your room clean Marianne? Thanx Planters Peanut and Caramints has no
taste"-Happy Birthday anyway! love,
again! Love, Pickles and Rosie
Y.R.M.
Marc: I think your imitation of Dalpe is
funny but is it an imitation or is it your
own personality coming through? It
probably is your own immature
personality. Your pal

There once was a stiff named Nad, who
thought he was terribly bad. He went to
the city of sin and came back different
than when he went in. Moral: Think
Karen- can't wait to go bike riding. We11
twice before you use your face for a
have to take a trip to Middleboro. I hear
there are some nice sights in that town. Cathy: Happy Birthday, you finally made sacrifice!
So you have soup huh? I bet I know your it. I don't know how, with that quick
Kay: this is for you. En 101-11, Sat. night
favorite brand! Um,Um,Good. Nice bod temper! Good luck, Fascist
parties in Durgin (?) lots of fun, lots of
on that kid. U-NO--WHO
laughs, lots of friends. Takecare of your
To the cute guy in 504 Shea with the; bod. The Pretender
Sunshine: You're so bright you're really
beard. I have admired you from afar but
unreal! But where was I? Don't hang it up
would like to be near. Instead of saying Meegies: Hi you! pasghetti and
even if you're 4 for 4! GIRLFRIENP????
"Hi, what's new," stop and talk awhile. 111 beastballs. It's a bitch girl! Janis Ian. Boz
Don't worry, we still love you 'cause your
be waiting.· Blue eyes.
Scaggs. Bolivia Newton John (alias
rays brightened our days. Love, 3
Hump). High-heeled earth shoes for
Stooges
My only G.T.: I'm going to miss you so Semo. Betty· you should be BlacK!
Dearest Dennis: A man bought a horse much- I'm really going to be hurting these Maria's. Sleep much Monica? Miss
for $60 and sold it for $70. He bo.ught it next two weeks. 111 be at Logan when much? HOW does America spell
you get back. Don't worry, I'll envy you cheese? Monica doesn't match. Good
back again for $80 and sold it for ~90.
for your deep tan!! Write me when you beat, Betty; Let's get Monica an
J:iow much moneY;.did he m~ke in the
8.1
can, I
T

Tina: When we were freshmen we used

admire the seniors just li1<;e you. And
we were lucky enough to room with two
of the best! ~'I guess we were also lucky
when we got to room with the best
it:ephman.on campus! YOl,.l're welcome
. anytime, right Di? Goodnight Sue,
goodnight Mare, gooodnight Tina,.
to

To Jim and his gOrgeous friends in' t~e
cafe near· our table; Weknow a little
about you even though you don't know
about us. We know your carpool no. and
were your hometown is. Hurry up a,nd
make your move, we're ready and
waiting! from K.S., C.T., D.L. & friends

on

t beach· you know f311 see you

when you get

back. I love you. Take care
and have a great time. Love, your only
"H".
My only "H": Only 14 days ... Happy
Anniversary-Happy 13 weeks still going
strong-forever· you know· "I was just
sitting there! I" Thank you for l~st
weekend, dinner at my house WIth
Happ~ Jack and Mom! The EinpireState
Building joke. Please have a super
vacation-or try· See you at Logan .. J'm
counting the days babe. Remember star
and you'll feel better. Someday W.D.W ..
together, not alone like now. Love,
G.T.
.

tomorrow we'" be
. A week
Ly n
n . from
.
d in?
Bermuda. Are your jelly beans rea y.
Let's look for the state of Maine in
Hamilton Harbor. Weare going to miss
you in April and May and will look
forward to your weekend visits. Keep the:
weekends open in May so you can enjoy
spring at BSe. We love you. Nancy. Moe
& Diane
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--:----:-:AAA-AHH! Isn't she skinny pinching
Massaoit's vooteg! Don't worry Nel, Iwill
save you!! This is to you Gunga Din on
the Gangus Mangus highway with
Gangus Khan! How do you like the
weather? Thal}k you very much!

For sale: One fairly used doorstop.
C?O ET: Holy cow the weekend went by Custom made in Lynn by "expert
fast. Those visitors weren't invited! The craftsmen. Excellent detail- a real. eyefriend's house was great. I thuoght I was opener. Musfbe seen to be ~elieved.
in a morgue: Sqiggy was cute but you're Contact John in Rm 503 Ourgm.
cuter. Things got mixed up at the club
Sun. Ido believe the kid is here to stay. To Joan Barry: Happy ~irt~~~y! ~oo
People come and go. I think a few left. bad you have to stay untt! Fn .. Imagme
permanently. Help, help I can't·breath! the nerve of them· having an exam on
Tricia- Cohgratulationson the new car~ II
love. the color! I .refuse to live on the See you in the nextworl? Your lovey your birthday! Donna wants to know if
you need a dime? If not, she'll break open
Virgin' Islands, don't you? Can't wait for lady.
summer sun,· sweating bullets and T;'SpicS girlfriend (twitchy thighs): How her. piggy bank and give you one! Well,
c~uising' in Dusters and Vegas! All do you tell a 25 year old guy??? Please let Happy Birthday!Mirn & Donna
sum.mer long I hope you will be making
B.& M. know since R&.F. are 25 and 24 A special thank yoU to the guy who
many visits to Medford,iet's keep our
respectively. The hob nob prowlers. Ps. helped my father chan"ge his tire at the
fingers crossed. If I don't run into Alan
We eat s-----ll
HilIll:lst Sunday night (March 6). It was
pretty soon 111 go crazy. "We'll love the
greatly appreciated! Becky
baby .." Take care cuiie. love, MZ.
Nancy: It's' never too late to wish my "Big
Sis" the happiest birthday ever! So glad
Boxatious beauty with t~rminal tissues you like your tloink." Take care and keep Peggy C.:Estas prepc:rapa para nuestro
vieje de novios? Yo ~stoy! SUo amor, el
has come to save the day! Happy
yo!:!r hat and sho~s on. L'n Sis.
escator
del desportes.
Birthday to you! Happy Birthday to You!
Thank you very much!
J;3etsY:w..ellthe8weekshavenowend~d. Farewell to Arms!
What are we--Iegs?
It's been a blast; getting locked out of my
Dear Roy,(FarrelI), 1have been admiring,
you from afar for a verylong time.! only room at3 a.m.; partying 'till all hours and To the one with such charms,
just sitting up talking. I h.ope your next 8
My darling Peg,
wishyou'd realize who I am;Ihavegiven
weeks wherever yc>ugO will~be just as _--'-_____- -_ _ _- -_ _
you morethan enough hints, SUChi;lS: to
much fun. Take care and stop by to visit. Whether 'tis nobler
No. 80 on the football team, I like what I
, For one to be bolder,
see and I'd like to see more, also,would Your roomate for 8 weeks., .
-'---'---~---'-T,-'----=:--,
I
never shall know
you like to have a war? Passionately,
Ready Set Go! The GreatCrooss
Until I hold her.
Rockin' Robin.
Country Race isgoingonthis week!! WiII
Doa11 "Dogs in. Heat" lose their hair and you bethere?Spectators.arewe\come!! Peggy C.: Why didn't you tell me you
--------:----:--:--:-:--•..-',. were already married? .~hoked with
hav~ big noses?
S.C.: Sorry you missed the party but an d isappo i ntmen t and' cru she d
exciting weekend at sse sounds.better "aspiratioris .. Signed, Your Ex-uAmor".
To Sue Pat'andKathy, 1hanksfor a
anyway, right? Tequila and Fresca are _ _ _. _,__ ~ _ _.. ___
really g;eat SaL night! It was terrific! I'll
exceIlent!...executive board and no Thanks to Lin,
.
have to' come up and visit more often_
This section's full
toothpaste" Thanks a lot! A weekend of
Sue next time I won't wake you up!
piggin' out. l)RI here we come! ~aureen Even though
Hav~_/'a nice. vacation! Love, Fluffy
It:s a lot. of bull!
it's 8 in the, morninglThanks for

Nancy; What more does a man need out
of life? You definately get a **** from this
critic, an outstanding night which typifies
your style. You· can take me places
where no man has ever been before, but
that makes worth getting there
-worthwhile. The Pretender
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Dean Deep Begins
His New Position
by Jean St. Andre
"1 don't want to find myself so
bogged down with administrative
work that I lose contact with
·students." This was the sentiment
expressed by the newly·appointed
• ror Dean of Students, David P. Deep.
Deep stated that he will maintain
his open-door policy because he
feels that direct contact with
students is very important. Deep
feels that it is the responsibility of
the Dean to "keep his finger on the
;ulse of student affairs", and that's
exactly what he intenas to do!
Deep is now in his 14th year at
ESC, originally being hired as
assistant football coach under
recently-retired Ed Swenson, and as
head basketball coach. He was also
an instructor in Health and Physical
Educa.tion. After two years here,
President Rondileau made some
administrative moves and a~ked
Deep if he would be interested in
becomir;g Dean of Men, along with
his other responsibilities. After
givihg it much thought and
consideration, he decided to give it a

New Mugs at the Rat!
Attention- patrons at the
Rathskeller! '.
Friday, March 4th,
if all goes as expected, your Schlitz
or Miller or Lite or whatever, will be
broght to you not in a soggy paper
cup. but in a frothing glass mug!
Recently, the KathskeHer has
been serving its customers in paper
cups. But, due to complaints from
students and economic reasons .
the cost of cups' management at the
Rathskeller has purchased a new
supply of glass mugs. These mugs
have basically the same design as
the old, but have a heavier, sturdier
base that will hopefully, chip less
than the base of the old mugs. So, if
by
Friday the new racks
needed for the Rat's dishwasher to
accomadate the new glasses arrive
as planned, the new beer mugs will
b,e receiving their first trial run. (I1l
drink to that!)
P.S. Stealing, by any other name,
is still stealing! The ripping off of the
old mugs as well as the chipping of
their bases caused the paper cup
era. Leave our mugs at the Ratborrow your mugs from the Riv.

all manners are kept strictly
confidential.
Deep declared that although
Associate Dean Jones is now on a
Sabbatical leave until January of
1978, she will be returning part-time
until May. In September she will
return full-time to her position.
Deep noted that they will be a team,
saying that it is essential to work as a
'unit. He stated that there will
naturally be disagreements, but in
the end, the decision will be one that
is united.
All in all, Deep summed up his
feelings this way, "I'm elated that I
received support from the
committee and almost everyone on
campus. People have been
tremendous and very supportive.
It's been really great!"

Front Ralph Bakshi,
Dlaster of anitnatjon, cotnes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.
A vision of the:-world, 10 ntil1ion years
the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of ntagic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy;'

I

in

try.

As the college grew, Deep got
more and more involved in student
affairs. He went back to school for a
time to study courses pertaining to
student personnel work. With his
new responsibilities it grew to be too
much to handle along with his
obligations as coach and teacher.
Deep noted, "I couldn't do justice to
either position so I went to see
President Rondileau and he asked

with the (.J\.J~"LI,""l
He was Dean of Men from 1965-' •
73, and also did some coaching. In
1973 when the former' Dean of
Women/Students retired,
Rondileau decided to merge the
three positions into two - Dean
and Associate Dean of Students. It
was at this time that he became t~e
Associate Dean of Students under
Rose Breslin. After Breslin's
resignation, the position of Dean
became available, and Deep was
chosen out of a field of ten
candidates.
Deep feels his major responsibil·
ities are to get the student services
together from top to bottom. He
wants to make it a unit. Deep noted
that' it is not a move to take over, but
simply to keep the lines of
communication open. Thes'e other
services include the Student'
Union, Academic Advising,
Financial Aid, and the Registrar's'
Office just to name a few.
Along with his other responsiQilities, Deep is also connected with
placement for non-teaching majors.
Here, along with help from the
Department chairperson, they
prepare the student to enter the
competitive world of the job market.
Deep is also connected with the
.lidance and Counselling aspects
, 0f student services. Deep stated,
"Students with an academic or
personal problem can come to me-. If
I can't personally aid them, I will at
least direct them to the proper
channels." Deep emphasized that

ALL
CINEMAS

--BARGAIN
MATINEE

EVERYDAY
'TIL2:00P.M.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

ALL SEATS

51.50

Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Music.Composed and iConducted by ANDREW BELLING

Produced b Baks~i PrQductions, Inc.

See:
The Great Cross
Country

•

Race
..

•

eth centu'Y'FoxLiiJ@
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TheArts~·

Hello Out There

Boston Ballet: "Hamlet':
The Boston Ballet's "Hamlet" is
an entertpinment event with
something for everybody. Lovers of
dance, music and theater will have
an exceptional threat in store on
March 10 and 11 when "Hamlet," a
brilliant and gripping ballet, appears
at the Music Hall.
First of all, music'> lovers will
especially want to hear the rare
Shostakovich. score which0; is
extremely hard to find in the
country. It is the "Hamlet" that
Shostakovich created for the
Rl,lssian film of the play, not the
earlier "Hamlet" commonly
available in record stores. In fact, it
was only through the efforts of Maya
Plisetskaya, world-renowned
ballerina of the Bolshoi Ballet, the
the Boston Ballet was able to obtain
the score.
In 1974, when Plisetskaya was in
Boston with the Bolshoi, lorenzo
Monreal, "Hamlet" choreographer,
and Woytek Lowski, who dances
the leading role, asked her to send
the record and the score from
Russia. Both Lowski, a native of
Poland, and Monreal a Cuban who
defected to France in 1966 while
touring with the National Ballet de
Cuba, had met Plisetskaya while
studying dance in Russia--Lowski
with the Kirov Ballet and Monreal
with the Kirov and the Bolshoi.
Lowski later danced with
Plisetskaya in Pariswhile a member

of Roland Petit's highly acclaimed
Ballets de Marseille.
The Boston Ballet is the only
dance company in the United States
to use this "Hamlet" score in its
performances.
Dance lovers will appreciate the
choreographic challenge of
"'Hamlet," which uses one female
::lnd 16 male dancers. In ballet, the
reverse is usually the case; however,
Monreal chose to adhere to
Shakespeare's cast of characters as
strictly as possible. "Putting the
emphasis on the men was a terrific
challenge," says _ Monreal. "With
'Hamlet' the men really have a great
opportunity to display their
abilities."
As for theater, the concept of
staging a ballet to a famous tragedy
is an intriguing one. "Hamlet" was
premiered by the Boston Ballet in
1975. This time a number of very
interesting changes have been
made. For one thing, Queen
Gertrude, Hamlet's mother, and
Ophelia, the young girl who loves
him, are performed by the same
dancer, Elaine Bauer. Monreal
explains:"During the burial scene,
Hamlet sees Gertrude and Ophelia
as one. Needless to say, it startles
and frightens him. It has great
psychological impact. By having the
same dance play both roles, the
audience gets a clearer insight into
Hamlet's fear."

Nikolais Dance Theatre

Also to be performed March 1013 are Jerome Robbins' "Fanfare," a
delightful ballet that uses dancers to
represent the sections of an
orchestra ("Fanfare" was created
especially for the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth); "Flowering into
New Battles," based on the subtle
and exotic power of the Oriental
martial arts; the vibrant and earthy
"Goat Dance" by Israeli
:horeographer Ze'eva Cohen; and
"Classical Symphony," dazzling
virtuoso dancing set to music by
Serge Prokofiev.
Performance times are March 1012 at 8 p.m. and March 13 at 2:30
p.m. Tickets are $12.50 to $3.00;
phone orders taken with Bank
Americard or Master Charge
number at 542-3945, weekdays 10-4,
Sats. 10-2. Tickets also at the Music
Hall, 268 Tremont St., Mon.-Sat.,
10-5 (no checks or credit cards) or
the Boston Ballet Ticket Office, 19
Clarendon St. Student discounts
available at college ticket outlets;
ARTS/Boston vouchers honored at
the Boston Ballet Ticket Office.
The Boston Ballet is grateful for
the support it receives from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Council on the Arts and
Humanities, the National
Endowment for the Arts, a federal
agency, and the Bradley C. Higgins
Endowment..

were
studio
uction of
William Saroyan's Hello Out There, which was presented in the Horace
Mann Auditorium on March 1. The production was directed and designed
by Ste\len Martin. Stage Manager was Karen DeWolf.

----

Boston Ballet
Square,

Jerome Robbins

or,

In 1953, Jerome ,Robbins--the AWqr~ jn 1965 for .".Fi~dle~"
tl;e
The Friends ot 'fr.inity equare tIle , 'dance genius 'behi~d ''''West' S'ide Roof," and was awarded an Emmy,
fund raising organization of the Story" and "Fiddler on the Roof" .. tele(Jisioncs hIghest honor, for "Pete)
Trinity Square Repertory Company wrote a b,right, lilting ballet for the Pan." Robbins choreographed the
in Providence, has announced a coronatiop of Queen Elizabeth. film of "The King and I" and
formal membership program with Since then,. Robbins has·permitted supervised the Broadway
attractive benefits for Friends only two dance companies jn the production of "Funny Girl."·Among
a dozen other Broadway credits are
members. In a letter mailed to. world to present this work, the ,flPajama Game," "Gypsy" and "A
Royal Danish Ballet and the New
30,000 theatre patrons in the
York City Ballet. Now the Boston Funny Thing Happened on the Way
souther.n New England area, Ballet ·joins.· these illustrious to the Forum."
Friends President Dr. Mayer Levitt companies with its presentation of
A native 'of New York, Robbins
outlihed the p~ivileges that will be "Fanfare" Marchl0·13 at the Music began his dance career with the
AmericanBallet Theatre in the early
. granted to those who. join 'the Hall.
"Fanfare," inspired. by English forties; he,· choreographed his first
Friends of Trinity Square as of
composerBenjamin Britten, uses. ballet, "Fancy Free," for the ABT in
March 1,1977.
dancers to represent the various 1944. After 10 years as associate
Members will be entitled to a 10 seCtions of an orchestra. The artistic director of the prestigious
. percent discount on all tickets dancers' movements reflect the New York ~ity Ballef, he formed his
ipcluding an additionallOpet cent maj~9ty.. of. the' music, and their. own company,"Ballet: U.S;A.,"
bff ah:eady discounted subscription, ele~t ccos~\lm~!i>help identify wh.~~h, tourecJ all over Europe and
tickets, Levitt said. Fri~;;dstheir roles. Each section has its own th~;:{Jp\ted States. He returned to
members will also have a private, char~cteristic steps; thestringsa.re the New YorkCity Balletirr 1969,
The ·N.kolais . Dance Theatre, which, willi perform in ,Brockton on
'h
lighLand airy, the percussion arf where he is now,co-balle1t master
Wednesday" March 30 at 8:00· p. p. at the Brockton High 'School
unlistedte Iep hone line to t e box playful and mischievous. In the end, with George Balanchine and John
Auditorium.; is the first event in\the GREAT EVENING~ERIES on the
office which·' will ~rovide the entire "orchestra"•.is united in a Taras.
South Shore, co-sponsored by the Brockton Community School and the
personalized attention to Friends' glorious grand finale. "Fanfare" is a
Robbins impressive list of honors
U"ely: Arts.Parilde ..
.requests. Friends will also be invited rarity among ballets because of its # includes France's Order of Arts and
to all '~members. only" celebrations stately narrator who stands to the Letters; the Handel Medallion of the
The .. Nikolais Dance Theatre,
An evening with Nik is a and parties, and will be informed side of the stage and comments on
City of New York (the city's highest
which will be presented at the combination of a modern dance first about all. Trinity Square news the dancers and their movements.
cultural award); and the coveted
Brockton High School Auditorium recital, an electronic music concert,
Robbins has choreographed mor
Capezio, and Dance Magazine
including
season
announcements
orf Wednesday, March 30 at 8:00 a pop art ,show ,and a theatre
than 40 highly-acclaimedballefs
Awards. Robbins has also received
p.m. is the FIRST GREAT . experience . with humour . and
and special events.
including "Afternoon ofa Faun,"
four "Tony's" for his epic
EVENING on .th~ ,South Shore sensmllity .. '
Levitt ·also said 'all Friends "Dances at a Gathering," "The
contributions to musical theatre;
which is co-sponsored by the Lively
For additional information" and members
have their names Cage," "The Dybbuk," and "LES
In addition to "Fanfare," the
Arts Parade and the· Brockton credit card-orders; call 227-8300 in . listed in Trinity Square playbills Noces," dances that startled critics
Boston
A
Community School.
Metropolitan Boston, or outside the according to their membership and made-ballet history.
Performance times are ManOAlwin Nikolais, often called the Metropolitan area, C:i;\l. toll free 112 at 8 p:m., and March 13 at 2:30
"He is the· only great classic
category. "You can have all these
Father of Multimedia, creates a total· 800-392-6050, or. ,contact. the·
. choreographer, so far, to have been
p.m." Ticket~ are $12.50 to . $3.00;
theatr~ of shape, sound, motion,
Brockton Community School, 588- priveJeges .and more for as little as born in the, United· States," . said
phone. orders tahen with
. ~..
.
color, and light. He· is responsible 5026.
$15 per year," Levitt wrote.~
Clive Barnes of The New York
BankAtnericard or .MasterCharge
not only for the choreography, but ·Brockton audiences are .being '<Joining the Friends in whatever Times. When the New York City '-numherat542-3945, weekdays 10.4
also for the costume and lighting offered a BONUS GREAT> contributions to Trinity Sql.lareare Ballet performed "Dances at a Sats.··c 10~2.· Tickets alsop at th~
design, staging1and electronic EVENING. If a season ticket .is tax deductible."
Gathering" in Paris last year; the Music Hall,~68 Treinont
music. Since its neighborhood purchased by March '. 15, the
joOrnal Le Monde.said, "Never had St.,Mon.-Sat.,lO-5 (no checks or
beginnings in 1948, the. Nikolais FOURTH GREAT EVENING is
All contributions to the Friends of the inspiration and spirit of Jerome credit cardsO or the B?ston Ballet
Dance Theatre has grown to reach Jree. The BONUS EVENING is Trinity Square, whether in the $15 Robbins appeared so abunda.nt '. Ticket Office, 19. Clarendon St.
international audiences. In addition Ffiday, June 24 with'aperformance or '$500 membership category, will Today uerome Robbins has reached .student discounts available at
to domestic tours, the company by Maynard Fergusbn, the be used. by the
. college o.utlets;,ARTS/Bostori
the peak of his art."
makes annual foreign tours, many, . incredible high note trumpet plqyer, Repertory Company to match a
In 1951 Robbins received not one voucher honored at the Boston
times under the sponsorship of the and his orchestra. Season ticket for
but' two Academy Awards· for his Ballet Ticket Office.
>. Department of State, performing in three EVENINGS: $17:50, $'14.50, Challenge· Grant from the National direction' and choreography of the
.
.
Europe, Africa" Asia, South or$11.50'
Endowment for the· Arts if one is s~nsational musical,"West: Side Our Eclitor-inChief, Paul Broderick
America and the Far East.
....". 9}9 f1.~~9(!At~.1y'?8r.r.i,:!g_9ry, this issue!
awarded.
Story .~' He won th~ DramaCi'itics
.. '•• ·"...:" •.•.
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Students to Study
Art in Europe
A group of students at
Bridgewater State College will
spend three weeks in July studyin"g
:nt history in the art museums of
London, Paris, and Amsterdam.
Members of the class will recieve six
~dergraduate or graduate credits
[or attending six class meetings on.
:ampus during June followed by
travel in Europe from July 3 to July
24, 1977.
The itinerary calls for the class to
'\rrive in London on July 4 and cisit
:he National Gallery, the Tate
. Gallery, the British Museum, the
Victoria and Albert Museum, St.
Paul's Cathedral, Westminster
Abbey, Stonehenge, Winchester
Cathedral, and ~alisbury Cathedral.
On July 11, the group will arrive in
Amsterdam and visit the Van Gogh
Museum, the Rijksmuseum, the
Frans Hals Museum, Mauritshuis,
and Delft.
The class Will arrive in Paris on
July 17, and during its stay there will
visit the Louvre, the Rodin Museum,

the Museum of Modern Art, Notre
Dame Cathedral, BasilicCl of the
Sacred Heart, Sainte Chapelle, the
Pantheon, the Opera House, and
Versailles.
On July 24, the class will return to
Boston.
The size of the class will be
limited, but openings still exist.
Students may either enroll for credit
or participate on an audit basis. The
cost for registration, tuition, and
round trip flights between cities is
estimated to be $1200, which also
includes the cost of accomodations
in twin-bedded rooms in tourist
class hotels, continental breakfast
daily, half-day tour in each city, and
transfers between airports and
hotels.
Joan Hausrath, Assistant
Professor of Art at Bridgewater
State College, will be the course
instructor. For further information,
contact Professor Hausrath at BSC
in writing or by calling 697-8321,
extension 249.

Cosmic,
Celebration
After a three year hiatus, the
COSMIC CELEBRATION returns
to Boston for a special limited
engagement at the Armory on
Arlington and Stuart Streets from
March 23 throuqh March 26.
The first version of the
CELEBRATION. then knovv '''"''' the
- lic Mass and Celebration, was
• • • • •~~!e,,>ydorama at the"
'" Center for the' Arts 'by
Theater Workshop Boston in
March of 1974.
Since 1974, four subsequent
productions of the CELEBRATION, each larger and more
elaborate than the preceeding one,
have been presented in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Chamonix,
France, and New York City.
The New York production was
presented at the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine as part of the fifth
" World Spiritual Summit Conference
Commemorating the 30th
anniversary of the United Nations.
The CELEBRATION will be the
first event to take place ,in the
Armory since the Victorian Boston
segment of the city's Bicentennial
program closed last October. Seats
for nearly· 2000 spectators will be
available at each of the eight
scheduled performances.
The upcoming production will be
directed by Saphira Barbara Linden
and produced by Helen Connor
under the sponsorship of Theater
Workshop Bosfon.

Museum of Fine Arts
Gallery Dining Room
held high, and Henry Hudson
In an elegant setting of art.
flowers, greens, and sparkling Kitson's popular "Boy With a Shell."
crystal chandeliers, the Museum of These objects and other works 9f
Fine Arts, Boston, opened, on art in many media decorate the
March 1, its newly-refurbished Gallery Dining Room and will be
restaurant--The Gallery Dining rotated seasonally with other
Room--with a gala luncheon buffet treasures from the Museum's
featuring selections from the MFA's collections. In the new cocktail
lounge adjacent to the Dining
popular Fine Arts Cookbook.
The Dining Room overlooks the Room, 1890's posters from the
Sculpture Court, an au tdoor garden Museum's collection are on view.
The newly-designed menus
setting for several of the MFA's
contemporary sculptures. It has features color reproductions of
been painted in warm shades of works of art which will change
brown and ochre and will be used as quarterly with the food selections. A
a space for changing exhibitions of special luncheon entree from The
paintings, prints, drawings, and Fine Arts Cookbook will be served
sculpture from the Museum's daily with a mixed green salad and
collections. A French crystal and assorted breads and rolls--all for
brass chandelier dating from about " under $3_ Th~ Cookbook specials
1860 and an English crystal and for the week are: T uesday--Cheese
brass sconce from the late 18th Strata, a fluffy cheese dish with
century, both from the collection of chunks of Virginia ham and
the Department of European chopped broccoli; Wednesday-Decorative Arts and Sculpture, light Fish and Broccoli Rolls. tender
broccoli wrapped in filet of sole,
the Dining Room.
served with potato sticks;
Two late 19th century American
bronze sculptures stand among Thursday--Pastitsio, an unusual
greens and flowers: "Bacchante," Greek dish of elbow macaroni and
Frederick MacMonnies' light- groun4 beef in a seasoned tomato
hearted young reveler with grapes sauce; Friday--Skewered Lamb,

song, and dance, the CELEBRATION is a colorful spectacular quite
unlike any other theatrical
experience. Somewhat reminiscent
of the religious festivals that once
flourished throughout Medieval
Europe, the CELEBRATION uses

Lincoln Exhibit

Aesop's
Fables

processions, tableaux,
rnime, and vignettes to illustrate the

On February 28 - April 30, 1977, the handwritten diary of Junius
the ABRAHAM LINCOLN Brutus Booth, brother of John
EXHIBIT of the late president's Wilkes Booth, in which he details
documents, \etters, manuscripts the assination and his incarceration

solen,n

A

pedorn\ance

oJ:

.. Aesop's

essential unity. oCfive
"
religions;· "
~7·M",;;;;·,·,;":;,,,,;,;.1~;';;";-~~~~~n~.MI• • •
Although it is not a religious presented in the n!"!xt "Saturday
ceremony itself, it is a very dramatic Stagecoach" at the Brockton Art
narration of a sequence of historical Center on March 19 at 1:30 p.m.
and scriptural events associated
When the house lights dim for the
with Hindu, Buddhist, Judaic performance, the many characters
Christian and Islamic cultures.
:lossociated with the ancient Greek.
More than 250 performers, ;tory~eller come to life through
tneluding a 36 piece orchestra and mime and music. THrough
24 voice'choir, have been assembled
nteraction with the· audience, the
here from all over the country :loge-old fables are acted out with the
e~pecially for this occasion.
iamiliar moral at the conclusion.
The award-winning Theater The most popular of the fables will
Workshop Boston, one of the :)e presented, including THE FOX
resident companies at the Boston AND THE CROW, THE LION
Center for the Arts, has staged 17 AND THE MOUSE, THE GOOSE
productions during the past 10 THAT LAID THE GOLDEN
years. Last year, they hosted the
EGGS, and THE BUNDLE OF
Spring Theater Festival that STICKS. The show is inteded for
brought a number of outstanding :::hildren ages 6-12_
performing companies here from
The New England Theatre Guild for
other parts of the country, as well as Children is a professional theatrical
several groups from other nations.
3roup based in Whitman, Mass.,
Tickets for the special event are :urrently touring throughout the six
$5 for all seats; ARTS vouchers are ;tate region. Thebook and lyrics for
accepted. Special rates are also
Aesop's Fables" were written by .
available for students, children Stephen Levine, a professor at
under 12 and groups. Call Theater Bridgewater State College." The
~ork~hop Bo~ton at 482-477~ for
music was composed by Victor"
I
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curry sauce and broiled tomato.
Other luncheon entrees include
omelets, scrod, scallops. salads, and
hot and cold sandwiches. A Galllery
Buffet with selections from The Fine
Arts Cookbook will be served for
lunch on different weekdays for
$3.75.
Dinners are served with cheese
spread and old·fashioned crackers,
mixed green salad, assorted bread
and rolls, vegetables of the season,
and a choice of potato or rice pilaf. A
typical dinner menu features
entrees priced around $5.50.
including: Boston Scrod, Baked
Stuffed Jumbo Shrimp, London
Broil, Boneless Breast of Capon on
Ham, Chef's Salad, and a special
entree announced daily.
A separate dessert menu offers a
variety of delicacies, many from the
Cookbook. at lunch and dinner.
Cocktails and wine are served.
The Gallery Dining Room seats
180. It is open Tuesday through
Friday from 11:30 am to 2:30 pm;
Sunday, noon to 3 pm. Dinner is
served only on Tuesday evening
from 5 to 7:30 pm.

priceciat .$1.50 in advance for Art

performance prices are $1.75 and
$2.25. For ticket requests and group

Show will be on the following

'I-:'i\;:;;tPJ.~~16f;th
i7n tti:
Library Lecture Hail, and April
l;~~i~~ J~:y~.~n~Ur~~:~b:;/~~:
is a $tar!
.
Eue~body

and

photographs and other rare

Collections ihc1ude L
n
written letter to his vice president
Hannibal Hamlin expressing his,.
feelings about public. reaction to the
Emancipation Proclamation, an
eKtremely rare chek signed by
Linc-;)ln and made payable to "Self",

on sus?160n 0\

bei.ng. hi.s brother's

The

thepublic.during libraryh91,lf~9n
the first floor of Boston University's
Mugar Memorial Library, 771
Commonwealth Ave., Boston.

Exceptional
Children's Week
by Patricia J. Buckley
The week of March 27 through
April 2, 1977 has been proclaimed
by Governor Michael Dukakis,
Exceptional Children's Week in the
state. The week is being sponsored
by ...the Mass. "Assoc. Student
Council for Exceptional Children.
The purpose of Exceptional
Children's Week is to increase
public awareness of exceptional
persons, both handicapped and
gifted, and increase support and
involvement in programs for them.
This weekis a pilot program being
tested in Region 1, which is
comprised of states from Maine to
Pennsylvania. Each state
association will host state-wide
activities and the college chapters of
the state will have local pctivities
planned.
.
Representatives from all eight
states will meet at Boston College
on April 1 and - 2 for a rap-up
conference. The theme of the
conference will be "The Right to and
Education -. What an Exceptional
Idea!" The conference will consist of
a Delegate Assembly, 40 workshops
fe~turing well-known lecturers from
all over the country, a film theater
and a Dinner Dance. Some wellknown senators from the State of
Mass~chusetts will be featured as
speakers.
Bridgewater State College SCEC

has planned a week of activities. On
March 27, a Square Dance will be
held in the Student Union Ballroom
from 7 to 9 PM. Residents from the
Waverly House in Brockton will be
our guests. Refreshments will be
served. On Monday, March 28,
Professor Genevieve Ash, from the
Spec. Ed. Dept. will discuss "Career
Alternatives in Special Education,"
from 7 to 9 PM in the S.U. Green
Room. On March 29, there will be a
speaker on "What the problems and
barriers are of being physically
handicapped are?". The lecture will
be held in S.U. Green Room from 7
to 9 PM. On March 30, we weill be
having United Cerebral Palsy Night
in the Rathskellar. At this time, we
will present the C.P. Association
with a check for $2,000.00 that was
raised at the recent Dance
Marathon. Finally, on March" 31, in
the SU Art Gallery, we will have an
"Awareness Day". This day will
consist of· movies, shown
throughout the day and brochures
and pamphlets will be made
available for people to· take and
read.
Anyone deiring more information
about the Conference at B.C. or aby
of the other activities, please leave a
note ip the SCEC cubicle on the 2nd
floor'" of the S.U. or contact Pat
Buckley at Ext. 382, Pope Hall.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
(L-R standing)- Tom Leoffler, Mike Brennan (lst sem.), Jimmy Porrell; (Kneeling L-RJ- Craig Smith (lst sem.).
Carl Boen, Mark Donahue, Terry Riley. (Standing L-RJ Coach Tom Knudsow, Tom Stail (lst sem.), Mike
Cheney, Brian Parsons, Jack Skalaski, Billy English, Doug Daniels, Asst. Coach Barney Ross.

~I~~1,976-77~~~
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. Terry Riley, .
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Jimmy 'Barrel
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JackSkaiaski .
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Regionals
Springfield, Mass:
The Art Linkletter
Natatorium, poised at the east end of the
Springfield College Campus, provided the
setting for the 58th Annual New England
Intercollegiate Swimming Association
Championships last Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday. The BSC men's swim team was
representeq by Co-Captains Mike Arsenault
and Rick Battistini, Dan Trainor, Jo
Kowinski, Mark Mariani, Steve Money, and
Tom Mac Masters.
Springfield's 50-meter pool with the
bulkhead set for 25 yars provided the stage
for Springfield to hold off a bid from the
University of Maine, Orono to cature its
seventh championship in the past eight years.
For BSC, the meet was a bit of a
disappointment, as the team swam will but
not quite good enough to qualify for any of the
'final heats.
Mike Arsenault gave a good effort in his
speciality, the 500 yd. freestyle, but was
fourteenth, as was his effort in the 100 yd.
free. The Bears had placed great hopes on
Rick Battistini, Jon Kowinski, Tom
Mac Masters, and Mike Arsenault in their 400
yd .. free . relay, which turned in a very
respectable 3:20.8, but were nosed Qut be U.
Vermont's 3:20.2 for the finals.
Mark Mariani and Tom Mac Masters swam
well, but were not ready to break into the
scoring yet, Steve Money tried valiantly in the

Co-captain Rick &tiastini shows his styie.

The team is now preparing for its swim-athon, scheduled for Sunday, April3rd, and for
election of captains for the next season.
With the graduation of 5 seniors, the Bears
are anticipating the influx of some strong
freshmen pfus the return of several key
veterans to place them back on the winning
track.

breaststroke, but his broken hand proved to
be too much of a deficit. Dan Trainer ended
his career with his best time in the 50 yd. free.
Unfortunately the BSC ·mermen were not
able to meet qualifying times for this year's
NCAA Division III Nationals, although they
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Maktng it look easy are Nora Kenney (top left) and Sue Ganley (upper right and lower left)
as they compete against R.l.C.

GYMNAS,TS TOP R.l.C.

•

In the first gymnastics meet held at SSC
since 1973, the women's gymnastics team of
Bridgewater defeated their counterparts from
Rhode Island College 107.10 - 64.70.
The first competition held was in vaulting.
BSC bested RIC 27.20 - 20.95. Gail Anderson
grabbed first place with a score of 7.25,
followed by Diane Newsham (7.0), Sue
Ganley (6.50), Sue Moore (6.45), Jean
Laliberte (5.6) and Lynne Scott. (5.0).
Bridgewater pulled ahead in the uneven
bars competition, outscoring RIC 23.55 -8.65.
Diane Newsham's 6.95 was good for· first
place, and next for BSC we're Gail Anderson
(6.80), Sue Ganley (5.60), Lynn Scott (4.20),
Jean LaLiberte and Ann Marie' Haefiling
(2.45).
On balance beam the Bears out did· RIC
28.35 - 14.45. A 7.45 for Sue Ganley was the·
top score, Bridgewater swept the first 6
places in fact, as Gail Anderson (7.35), Lynn
Scott (6.80), Diane Newsham (6.75), Nora
Kenny (6.25) and Jean LaLiberte (5.45) all
performed well.
,
In floor exercise SSC fInished off the meet

by out dueling RIC 28.00 - 19.65 to seal the
victory; Sue Ganley took first with a 7.5,
Diane. Newsham second with 7.2, Lynn Scott
third (7.10), Nora Kenny fifth (6.20) and Gail
Anderson six.th (5.65).
' ,
In the All-around competition, the
gymnastics performing in all Ahe events,
Diane Newsham was first (27.90), and Gail
Anderson and Sue Ganley· tied for 2nd-3rd
places with identical scores of 27.05. Lynne
Scott grabbed 4th with 23.10.
This 'was SSC's last meet of the season,
and although Bridgewater's record was below
.500, Coach Dayna Daniels stated "I'm really
pleased with the team's performance tonight.
It was a super way to end the season. I am a
little disappointed with the record--I thought
we'd have a winning record. But we~re gotten
better with each meet, and that's what
counts."
Looking towards the future, Daniels added
"We have no seniors so we're not losing
anyone to graduation. So I'd have to say that
things look very good for next year."
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Bears

Fa 1.1 to UMass

Last
th2
Bea!'s met the T'1e Minutemen scored again, but the Bears
U Mass ~oi:ml!e~i2n :n the D,'dsio:1 I semi- Hm,\:ard and Brez each put one in to make it
The 69·63. 1:59 re!nam:ng.
a 6-4 season, '';'''ere
A crucial BSC m:ssed la!,.'·up here,
:het ~3\.e he:1cfc)T the past 2
co~l1b;::.ed ~I;ith some U Mass killing of the
ciock, fo:lol.\,,·ed b::,.' another missed BSC
T~e '"";::>~e r")f':'ii",.jW;·1-, '~1)sh Sue Peters
. ,. :~'~!crt- ~ .,... a~d
5en:or Jo~n and that was the g.ame. U Mass' Peters
canned four free throws before time ran out,
Hc:;.;ard a!".S"iiv'ermg
Never and U mass won, 73-63.

SSe

f!(~n"':

::;.ore

Minuteman Lu Arm Hetcher
the Bears' defenses for 10 of U
and BSe v.as dowl": g·2 at :he 15:47
mark in th~e f:rs! period.
Mass maimained their 12 point
c.\.i:I.c.:laCI~ tor;;; more minutes, at the end of
led 22-10. A Liz Sullivan
secc'nd-efforr
:: Rosie Griffin steal-and.
and OOT!1b !rom downtown, and a
corkscre'.iV drive
the Bears to i.\.:ithin 4,22-18. But U
a stop to BSC's
sweeping
OIre:mS1\,lE and defensil.'e
dean for a
3i.1-24 lead at the ~.i;:d.
U

The no,:"""'"rl~~{"l Di the seconcl half saw U
Mass's
arfel's€' and eftkient
passing
wanted while

BSC

percentage,
O'iATl. T:'":€

cG'ntes!ed shots of their

Minute~:en strecned their lead to

the
tr:e:r acvantage to 51-36
Both teams
then i\tJ. Muelis,
Sue Waias and Joan Hov,:ard hit the hoops to
bring the Bears to v-ithin 10, 61-51.
U ~fass scored three times in a row, but the
Bears roared back via baskets by Howard,
Brez, and Mueilo, to cut the deficit to eight.

U mass took the Division I title the following
,""c'o:::.t.nn Springfield Conege easily, 86-

Tip-ins: a very special thanks to the fans
this year for their continuous support, and
often unappreciated but really very
necessary and important part of any tern's
season_ Their backing has been much needed
and appreciated, and was one of the bright
spots of the season. Thanks for believin'J...
Tied for the "'Good Kid Award are Killer and
Cudi, 'cause they each voted for themselves
once ... Mary Burke was, the unanimous
choice for the· Overskating Award as was
Kathleen Parker for the most Askew Hair
Award ... Jud~,.' Blinstrub has won the "Not
Cute Av.:ard ... Sue Wallace (who else?) easily
took the "Is It That I'm Getting An Award
Award?" ... Because of her on
Av..'ard?"... Because of her on court moves,
Eileen Tibbetts was voted the "Happy Hooker
Av.:ard"". The "Good Job liz" award to liz
Sullivan and the "Folding Chair Award" to
Betty Jenev.rin ... .Brez is running a clinic this
week for referees on "how to set
picks"._.Word has it that Rosie Griffin is
working on a new outside shot for next year;
she'll be shooting from somewhere in East
Bridgewater ... the "Phoebe Snow, 'fro Award"
to Joan Howard, and the , "Best Dancer in
Home Movies" trophy to Bapa ... "Best
Performance Under Pressure" prize to Carol
Galant~ .. UP LACROSSE!!!
N

far left - Denise Bereznywics grabs a pass.

Middle-Denise BereznywiC5 along with teammate and opponents wait for the ball.

